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A LITTLE MORE ABOUT ALAN BROCKSTEIN’S 420 INVESTOR
I have been in Wall Street for many years. This is the first time I have seen a CFA, Chartered Financial Analyst
cover an entire industry and its companies. Alan Brockstein works harder than anyone I know in this industry.
Having a CFA of Alan’s experience and brain power is unique to industry securities analysis. He contacts his
subscribers by email, chats, interviews and videos; sometimes as many as 20+ emails a day. That is a lot of
information; a lot of work. In a year’s time, he has been able to cover multiple companies in a an overall manner.
Alan pours over industry data, especially individual companies, analyzing press releases, company trends and stock
prices. He speaks with many executives in companies. Like us, he attends and speaks at industry conferences.
We at Cohen Grassroots Research do a similar function, but our research is more in depth with fewer target
companies. Our reports are normally 50+ pages or more; some 200+ pages. Our Business Plans help companies raise
capital. Both our IR Research Reports and Business Plans are at the highest level of securities analysis.
Today our Cohen Grassroots Marijuana Index covers 275 companies. It keeps getting larger. We calculate our
performance from the entire sort, breaking it down into 4 market capitalization Tiers and sub industry groups. We
know the statistics of the total, each Tier, each sub industry group and know many of the companies in the industry
and their executives. We are able to calculate value and stock prices: overpriced, fairly priced or undervalued.
We

are also subscribers to Alan’s service. You should be also. He is an excellent source of information. We also
subscribe to other services to give our readers bottom line information to help their investment decisions.

Please

feel free to call me at any time with any question you may have. 415 454 6985

